Introduction
A relation r is well-founded if there is no in nite sequence n 0 ; n 1 ; : : : such that (n i ; n i+1 ) 2 r for all i 0. Well-founded relations are the essence of induction. In particular, they are crucial for establishing the absence of in nite loops in a program. Well-founded relations are also used for proving termination of rewriting systems 4].
When it is di cult to establish well-foundedness directly, we may try a divide-and-conquer approach: First we decompose the given relation, then we establish that each part is well-founded, and nally, we attempt to deduce well-foundedness of the whole. For example, we may wish to prove that the union of two terminating sets of rewrite rules is itself terminating. Or, given that neither do b 1 Both of these problems boil down to the question if the union of two wellfounded relations is itself well-founded. So assume we are given two wellfounded relations 1 b and r. The question is, then, what condition we can 1 Our use of the letters b and r follows the intuition that the two relations are given as sets of blue and red edges, respectively impose on b and r to ensure that b r is well-founded. Geser 3] discovered that it is su cient to require that b r be transitive:
Bachmair and Dershowitz 1] found a di erent su cient condition, which they name quasicommutativity:
r; b b; r : (2) Yet another su cient condition is that one of the two relations absorbs the other (we could not nd out who discovered this; it seems to be folklore):
r; b r :
The contribution of this paper is a su cient condition which is much weaker than any of the above, namely r; b b; (b r) r :
Our result also generalizes previous ones in a di erent direction. The results in 1] and 3] were proved for concrete relations (sets of pairs), whereas we state and prove our result in an axiomatic framework for regular expressions of which relations are but one model.
Preliminaries
There are many di erent ways to choose axioms for the algebra of regular expressions. We follow 2] and de ne a regular algebra by the following axioms (i) (A; ; \;:) is a complete Boolean algebra. The bottom element of A will be denoted by ;. To highlight the intuition behind our proof we shall be using symbols and terminology from temporal logic. For any r 2 A de ne an operator r by r x = r; x for all x 2 A:
(10) The r operator will exclusively be applied to expressions that represent sets of nodes (in the sense explained above) and in that case r x represents the set of all nodes that have an outgoing red edge to a node in x. In contrast, the dual expression f r x, which is de ned by f r x = : r :x for all x 2 A;
(11) describes the set of all nodes with the property that every outgoing red edge leads to a node in x. There is a very nice law relating the two \next" operators. Namely, if we know that all red edges lead to nodes in x, and at least one red edge leads to a node in y, then there must be a red edge to a node in x \ y: f r x \ r y r (x \ y) : 
Proof
Throughout the proof we shall pretend that b and r are sets of blue and red edges forming a graph, because that will provide valuable intuition. The calculations will, of course, be rigorous. Let a node be called in nite if it gives birth to an in nite path (of blue and red nodes). As we have argued before, the set of all in nite nodes is then represented by the expression
We are required to show that inf = ;.
The proof is structured as follows. We color certain nodes red (20) and use the non-existence of in nite blue paths to show that, from every in nite node, there is a nite blue path to a red node (21). Then we use assumption (18) to show that from every red node there is a red edge to a red node. Since no in nite red paths exist, it then follows that there are no red nodes at all. And since we already know that every in nite node is connected to a red node, we conclude that no in nite nodes exist.
Let us color all nodes x red that satisfy the following two conditions: x is in nite; there is no blue edge from x to any in nite node. In a formula, red = inf \ : b inf : (20) Now assume x is an in nite node. Then let us follow blue edges to in nite nodes as long as possible. Since there is no in nite blue path (we assume that b is well-founded), we will get stuck eventually. In other words, we will arrive, via a blue path, at a red node. So we expect inf 3b red : This completes the proof of (21). Our next goal is to show that every red node has an outgoing edge to a red node: red r red :
So let n be a red node. Since red nodes are in nite, there is certainly an edge from n to some in nite node m 0 , and since n is red, that edge must be red. By virtue of (21) we can nd a blue path from m 0 to some red node m k . Now the well-foundedness of r implies red = ; (we are using the characterization (9) here with r in place of b). Since 3b ; = b ; ; = ; , it follows from (21) that inf = 3b red = ;. The proof is now complete.
Final Remarks
Our presentation may suggest that the theorem was discovered by looking at paths through graphs and that the calculational proof was added as an afterthought. However, the converse is true. We started by trying to re-prove a known theorem (that transitivity of the union is a su cient condition) in the relational calculus. It took us a long time, but when we nally found it, it turned out to be a proof of our, stronger, result. Only after the theorem was discovered, we searched for a proof in terms of paths, which we then used to restructure and improve the presentation of the calculation. The morale of this little story is that the relational (or regular) calculus is not only useful for concisely presenting and proving known facts but also actively helps with discovering new theorems.
